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Note for teachers, parents, counselors, facilitators, and others
who use the activities in this guide:
The extension activities in this guide are intended for Early Childhood
learners in kindergarten through third grade. Students in this range
exhibit a wide variety of aptitudes. It is understood that not all children
(especially younger ones) will be able to complete all activities on their
own. Some activities may need to be led wholly by the teacher; others
may have to be done in pairs or in small groups. Please take into
account the individual and corporate abilities of your group.
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Summary/Retelling			
Teacher or facilitator asks students to retell the story making sure they
bring out appropriate story grammar (characters, setting, plot, etc.) and
in correct order. Students can do this alone, on paper, or in a group.
Story summary:
Izzi receives a new robot, OB Jr., as a birthday present from the
Professor. When she gets it, she is told that having a robot can be a
lot of fun, but is also a lot of responsibility. Izzi needs to be around to
care for the robot, but especially needs to make sure that OB comes
inside each night so that the early morning dew would not damage the
wiring circuits. They play, paint, and spell together. However, later in
the day EJ invites Izzi to go for ice cream leaving OB at home to pick
up sticks. When EJ returns from ice cream, she forgets about OB
being outside. Like the Professor said, the morning dew causes a
problem in his circuits. He collects sticks, branches, logs, and trees,
which he uses to block Izzi’s driveway. He also begins to paint things
all over town. Izzi then locks OB in the house. Izzi wants to ask the
Professor for help but feels bad for not being more responsible. Izzi
instead gets EJ and they come home to discover that OB escaped and
is again painting all over the town. The Professor runs into Izzi and EJ
and asks if they knew about strange things going on in town. Izzi tries
to blame EJ and the Professor for OB’s malfunction. She eventually
admits her irresponsibility and culpability in the incident. The Professor
fixes OB and Izzi cleans up the mess that OB has made. Izzi promises
to be more responsible in the future.
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Basic Comprehension (Understanding the Story)
Answer each question True (T) or False (F).
1.

The professor was having a birthday.			

True False

2.

OB and Izzi painted pictures of each other.		

True False

3.

OB covered everything with blue paint.			

True False

4.

Izzi blamed EJ and the Professor for OB’s problem.

True False

5.

OB gave the cars a mustache.				

True False
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KEY
Basic Comprehension (Understanding the Story)
Answer each question True (T) or False (F).
1.

The professor was having a birthday.			

True False

2.

OB and Izzi painted pictures of each other.		

True False

3.

OB covered everything with blue paint.			

True False

4.

Izzi blamed EJ and the Professor for OB’s problem.

True False

5.

OB gave the cars a mustache.				

True False
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Word Study/Vocabulary
Responsibility/responsible: trustworthy, dependable. According to the
passage, responsibility means you do what you are supposed to do. You
think before you act, and you own up to your mistakes. Responsibility
also means taking care of someone or something, even when it’s hard.
Antonyms/opposites of responsible: irresponsible
Homophones are words that sound the same, but have different
meanings. Choose the correct word to complete each sentence.
1.

OB whirred, spun, and zoomed over to his (knew, new) owner.

2.

The Professor said, “It looks like you are pleased with (your,
you’re) birthday present, Izzi.”

3.

Izzi never thought having a robot could be (sew, so) much fun.

4.

If OB stayed outside overnight, the morning (dew, do) might harm
his circuits.

5.

Why (would, wood) OB paint everything in the town?

Here is a list of a few common homophones, use them to create
sentences or your own or have the students create sentences using
both (or all) in the same sentence.
For example: They’re going to their own house, which is over there.
Hi/high
Ate/eight
Bare/bear
See/sea
Here/hear
Sent/scent
Red/read
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KEY
Word Study/Vocabulary
Responsibility/responsible: trustworthy, dependable. According to the
passage, responsibility means you do what you are supposed to do. You
think before you act, and you own up to your mistakes. Responsibility
also means taking care of someone or something, even when it’s hard.
Antonyms/opposites of responsible: irresponsible
Homophones are words that sound the same, but have different
meanings. Choose the correct word to complete each sentence.
1.

OB whirred, spun, and zoomed over to his (knew, new) owner.

2.

The Professor said, “It looks like you are pleased with (your,
you’re) birthday present, Izzi.”

3.

Izzi never thought having a robot could be (sew, so) much fun.

4.

If OB stayed outside overnight, the morning (dew, do) might harm
his circuits.

5.

Why (would, wood) OB paint everything in the town?

Here is a list of a few common homophones, use them to create
sentences or your own or have the students create sentences using
both (or all) in the same sentence.
For example: They’re going to their own house, which is over there.
Hi/high
Ate/eight
Bare/bear
See/sea
Here/hear
Sent/scent
Red/read
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Poetry/ Drama/Quotes & sayings
Write on the board or give each student a card or piece of paper
with the word responsible written vertically and challenge them to
come up with a sentence, paragraph, phrase, or poem that speaks
to the idea or concept of responsibility.
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Creative Thinking/Writing

These activities can be done individually, in partners, or in small groups.
•

What does the student know?

		

1.

Why was Izzi happy?

		

2.

Who piled the sticks in the driveway?

•

What does the student comprehend?

		

1.

Why did the Professor warn Izzi about leaving OB out at night?

		

2.

Retell what activities Izzi and OB did in the yard.

•

What can the student apply?

		

1.

What are three things you would do with a robot if you got one?

		

2.

If you could get any present from a Professor, what would it be?

•

How does the student analyze?

		
1.
			

What other story or movie do you know that has a robot? Give a brief
(short) summary of that story.

		

List two words that describe the Professor, Izzi, OB, and EJ.

•

2.

How does the student synthesize?

		

1.

What would have happened if Izzi had not gone for ice cream?

		

2.

Imagine a new ending to this story. Write it down and share it with a partner.

•

How does the student evaluate?

		
1.
			

Why was it important to obey the advice that the Professor gave to
Izzi about the robot?

		
2.
			

Should you always do what your friends want you to do even
if it is not a bad thing? Why?
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